One contribution of 11 to a theme issue 'Unifying the essential concepts of biological networks: biological insights and philosophical foundations'.
because interactions are difficult to quantify in the field, most studies focus on only one type of interaction at a time. Community and ecosystem ecologists often focus on predator-prey interactions that define a food web or trophic network. To understand how food webs function in terms of processes or attributes that contribute to self-maintenance (e.g. energy flows, nutrient cycling, level of omnivory, etc.) [6] , a field of research has arisen to describe the functioning of trophic networks and the emergent properties linked with species interactions (e.g. [7] [8] [9] ). The domain is called ecological network analysis (ENA) and is used to answer a wide range of questions like 'What is the impact of fishing on the marine food web? Which species control the flux of nitrogen in an estuary? What is the ecological relationship among species in the food web when direct and indirect influences are considered? Would a proposed regulation make a city more sustainable?' [10] . Applications of ENA have been used to identify properties of ecosystem functioning (e.g. [11] ), defining typologies of functioning (e.g. [12] ), identification of key components (e.g. [13] ), before-after analyses of sudden events [14] , stress characterization [15] and definition of indicators of ecosystem health [16, 17] . In many of these applications, scientists compare ENA results between models, typically representing different systems, locations or time points.
Hierarchical notions in ecological systems are tightly linked with that of emergence, which is used to describe properties of ensembles that cannot be either explained by, or reduced to, or deduced from the properties of their components [18] . Here, is how Mayr defines emergence [18, p. 63] : 'Systems almost always have the peculiarity that the characteristics of the whole cannot (not even in theory) be deduced from the most complete knowledge of' the components, taken separately or in other partial combinations. This appearance of new characteristics in wholes has been designated as emergence'.
Most generally considered, properties or items of a given level are emergent if and only if they are both dependent upon properties of another level, and somehow autonomous from those properties [19] . Thus, Bedau [20, p. 445 ] states that 'Emergence always involves a certain kind of relationship between global or macro-phenomena and local or microphenomena. Specifically, emergent macro-phenomena somehow both depend on, and are autonomous from, micro-phenomena. Dependence and autonomy can be given different interpretations, and different interpretations lead to different conceptions of emergence, including different conceptions of weak emergence'. Whether 'autonomy' and 'dependence' are to be understood in epistemic or ontological terms, and to what extent causation comes into play, and according to which concept of causation-are questions debated by metaphysicians and philosophers of science who theorize emergence (e.g. [21] ). Yet for us here, this general characterization used in a pragmatic way suffices to say that some properties of ecological networks are likely to be emergent.
Ecological interaction networks can generate emergent system properties. Given the characterization of emergence, a typical example of an emergent property in food webs is recycling: it can be quantified by the percentage of energy or matter flowing within circular pathways. Thus, it depends upon those flows; yet is not always practically computable on the basis of those flows (as seen below); hence, it is autonomous [22] . This emergent property is most often reported at the whole-network level (figure 1), which is referred to as the Finn Cycling Index. Recycling can also be expressed at the node level (figure 1), which is the percentage of energy or matter that leaves a given compartment that then returns to the same compartment [22, 23] . In addition, we can consider particular flows that are strongly related to recycling, i.e. the flow level (figure 1)-for example, flows that close these circular pathways. In a food-web tracing the flow of organic carbon, this could be flows linked with the production or the consumption of non-living organic carbon (e.g. particulate detritus or dissolved organic carbon). These three levels of analysis (figure 1) can be considered for most of the properties studied with ENA. Given these three common hierarchical levels of analysis, it is helpful for practitioners to consider the degree of alignment among the three levels for any particular analysis, and to what degree the analytical results at one level predict another.
Hines & Borrett [24] built a conceptual framework to organize ecological network analysis at multiple levels. Here, we applied this framework to 16 time-series models of a planktonic food web [25] to test the hypothesis that the information of selected ecological properties would be different across the three levels of the hierarchy. To test this hypothesis, we constructed trinomials of processes assessed at the three levels (figure 1), for three possibly emergent properties:
(i) the recycling property (which, at the whole-network level, is both dependent upon the flows and possibly autonomous from them, hence emergent); (ii) the property of being at a trophic level (TL), 1 which is the position a species (individual or functional group) occupies in the food web (the primary producers ( plants) being on the lowest TL, and top-predators being on highest levels); and (iii) the property of omnivory, which occurs when species (individuals or functional groups) feed on several food sources and on different TLs (see below), which increases the complexity of a network.
For each trinomial, based on the results of statistical tests comparing all time steps two-by-two for each level separately, we addressed the question whether the conclusions from these tests were the same for each hierarchical level of analyses. 
Material and methods
Our analyses of trinomials were based on a series of analyses (figure 2). Firstly, based on field measurements we estimated the flows of carbon in the 16 food-web models using linear inverse modelling using a Monte Carlo Markov chain approach (LIM-MCMC; §2a). Then, based on these flows, we calculated selected ENA indices for the network and node levels (recycling, TL and omnivory), which were part of our trinomials ( §2b). The particular elements of the flow level were selected because the flows are relevant to the ENA index in question (defined in §2c). In the last step, we calculated the pairwise statistical comparison between all possible time-steps (models) and for the three levels, which we illustrated in biplots for our three trinomials ( §2c).
(a) Linear inverse modelling-Monte Carlo Markov chain models and flow estimations (flow level)
Our analyses were based on 16 models describing the dynamics among organisms living in the water column composing the plankton, in Lake Aydat, France, during an autumn event called a bloom of cyanobacteria [25] . Cyanobacteria is a photosynthesizing bacteria typically thriving in nutrient-rich water where they can grow into huge quantities in a short time, often referred to as 'blooms'. These models were based on an extensive dataset covering a complete period of bloom, from the pre-bloom to the postbloom period, covering a two-month period sampled every 3 days. This dataset allowed the description of 17 time-steps (of which 16 were used here). From these models, LIM was used to quantify values for all flows. The models were built based on the same a priori model (as it is named in the technical literature) or model scheme, i.e. the compartments (17 compartments) and the possible flows (83 flows) are the same ( figure 3 ). These models captured the description of the dynamics of the bloom similar to a stop-motion animation flipbook. An LIM is a topological food-web model (e.g. figure 3 ) described as a linear function of the flows, where the model parameters are derived from empirical data [26] . In order to estimate the unknown flows (vector x), they obey given constraints, which, in the LIM-MCMC are linear equations (for mass balance) and linear inequalities, respectively:
where matrices A and G are the linear equations, and the vectors b and h are the thresholds considering processes and stocks from the field or defined from the literature. We estimated a sample of 200 000 flow values using the Xsample() function in the LIM library (forming the probability density function, pdf), which is based on the R limSolve library [27] . In this study, we used the resulting flow values based on mass balanced models because some ENA indices depend on the assumption of equal in-and out-flows of each compartment (steady-state), compared to Haraldsson et al. [25] whom assumed biomass accumulation for the two major phytoplankton compartments. The mean values and 5-95% credibility intervals (given in mgC m −2 d −1 ) based on the 200 000 solutions used in this study are presented in the electronic supplementary material, table SA1. Time-step 16 was not included in this study because the constraints were not compatible with a mass balanced model. The flow levels analysed in his study are specific flows directly taken from the LIM results, relevant to the emergent properties in our three trinomials.
(b) Ecological network analysis at the node and network levels
From the results of the 16 models obtained from the LIM calculation, each one composed of 200 000 vectors of 83 flows, we ran the calculation of the ENA at the node and network level. The format of the flow values from the LIM output was adapted for the use of the enaR library [28] using a script by Tecchio (electronic supplementary material, SA2).
(i) Recycling
Node-level recycling was characterized using the matrix of the coefficients of contribution (also known as the output-oriented integral flow intensity matrix, N ¼ ½n ij ,ði,j ¼ 1,2, Á Á Á ,vÞ, where v is the number of compartments). The elements of this matrix indicate the flow intensity from one compartment to another over direct and indirect pathways as generated by the system boundary inputs. The diagonal elements express the total amount of carbon flowing through the node (T i ) that exits and follow a cyclic pathway within the system, and then comes back to the initial compartment considered. Thus, we find the amount of node i throughflow generated by cycling as
This node-level property is emergent because it is generated by the energy or matter flowing (flow level) through the entire network, and is thus dependent on the whole-system structure; at the same time, changes in flow values may leave it unchanged, thus it is autonomous from the flow level. ENA scientists most often consider the Finn cycling index (FCI) [29] , which is a network-level summation of the node cycling that is calculated as
Again, FCI is the proportion of energy or matter (e.g. organic carbon) exchange that is created by cycling. While the network metrics is analytically a summation of the node-level metrics, considering recycling at the node and at the network levels can provide different insights into the system functioning [23] .
(ii) Trophic level
Historically, TLs were considered as integer values, with one for autotrophs, two for herbivores, three for the carnivores eating them and so on [30] . As ecologists shifted their emphasis from simple food chains to more reticulated food webs, they began to estimate non-integer TLs [31] . The most common algorithm defines the TL as a weighted mean of the prey TLs plus one. This defines the TL characterization at the node level, and the property again emerges from the flow-level structure. Then, a whole-network level TL 2 is often considered as the mean trophic level (MTL):
where TL i is the TL of consumer compartments (node trophic level greater than 2) and B i its biomass. It is the weighted mean of the TL of all consumer compartments.
(iii) Omnivory
Omnivory occurs when a species feeds on multiple TLs. ENA often quantifies an omnivory index (OI) for each node as the variance of the TL of the prey:
where TL j is the TL of compartment j and DC ij is the diet composition (fraction) of prey j in the diet of i. Then the network-level index called the system omnivory index (SOI) was defined as the weighted log mean of omnivory of the consumers of the system [32, 33] :
where Q i is the consumption of compartment i. As with cycling and TL, the network-level indicator for omnivory is an analytic summary of the node-level metric. The enaR R package was used to calculate the recycling and trophic-level metrics, while the NetIndices R package was used to determine omnivory. [14] ), to test the difference between all unique pairwise comparisons between timesteps (n = 120). Cliff's δ estimates the probability that a randomly selected value in one sample is higher than a randomly selected value in the second sample minus the reverse probability. Inverting the two samples changes the sign of the statistic. As in a ttest, the null hypothesis is an absence of difference of the studied variable between the two time steps and the alternative hypothesis the fact that the difference is significant. This test is not associated with a probability of rejection of the null hypothesis, but it uses threshold values for |δ| to indicate the magnitude of difference [35] : negligible for less than 0.147, small for less than 0.33, medium for less than 0.474 and otherwise large. We calculated Cliff's δ using the effsize library in R.
(c) Time-step comparisons for the hierarchy analysis
To compare the results generated at the flow, node and system levels, we created bivariate plots (example in figure 4 ). Each dot represents one comparison between two time-steps, based on two levels. The tendency of dots to align to the diagonal 1 : 1 line is further illustrated by a fitted regression line (red line in figures 5-7) going through the origin. The closer the slope was to 1, the more well aligned were the conclusions of the two levels considered over the compared time-steps. In addition, we calculated the closest distance between each pairwise comparison (dot) and the diagonal 1 : 1 line (black diagonal line). The lower the distance, the larger alignment between the conclusions of the two levels. We used the dist2Line() function in the geosphere R library to find the coordinates along the 1 : 1 line (x 2 , y 2 ) closest to each respective dot (x 1 , y 1 ), which in turn was used to calculate
. We applied these analyses on our selected trinomials, based on the three hierarchical levels, which represents features of food-web functioning. For one of the (i) recycling trinomial corresponding to the emergent property of recycling, we defined the network level as 'the percentage of carbon recycled within the whole system', the node level as 'the percentage of carbon leaving detritus (DET) that loops back to the compartment' and the flow level as, for example, 'flow of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) uptake by heterotrophic bacteria'. (ii) The TL trinomials were defined as 'MTL within the whole system' for the network level, 'the trophic level of a given compartment (the zooplankton compartments copepods, ciliates or cladocerans)' for the node level, and, for example, 'ingestion of heterotrophic nanoflagellates (small zooplankton which are important grazers of bacteria) by a given consumer (copepods, ciliates or cladocerans)' for the flow level. Finally, the (iii) omnivory trinomials were defined as 'system omnivory' for the network level, 'omnivory of a given consumer (copepods, ciliates or cladocerans)' for the node level, and, for example, 'ingestion of heterotrophic nanoflagellates by a given consumer (copepods, ciliates or cladocerans)' for the flow level.
We tested different combinations within the different levels. For recycling, we compared the network level with the nodelevel recycling for all secondary producers (excluding the parasites, i.e. the chytrids), DOC and DET. For the flow-level comparisons with node and network levels, we tested the recycling with a selection of flows concerning DOC inputs and bacteria (BAC; heterotrophic, i.e. non-photosynthetic, bacteria) outputs. For the omnivory and TL, we compared the network level with the node level for all consumers including virus (electronic supplementary material, appendix tables SA4 and SA5). For the flow-level comparison, we tested the difference of conclusions between network level and node level with all flows of consumption, by the larger consumers (cladocerans, copepods and ciliates). We present hereafter results illustrating the variety of situations observed, focusing on the DOC and DET compartment for recycling, and the larger consumers (ciliates, cladocerans and copepods) for the omnivory and TL. All comparisons and statistics are detailed in the electronic supplementary material, SA3-SA6.
Results
For the first trinomial going via DOC (figure 5a), there is a high correlation between all three levels (slope = 0.82, 1.23 and 1.37, distance = 0.10, 0.19 and 0.21, respectively, for the flow-versus node, flow-versus network and node-versus network-level comparisons), signifying a strong agreement in the results from the three levels. This seems to indicate that the flow from bacteria to DOC, corresponding to the DOC released during lysis of bacteria (the breaking down of the bacterial cell membrane) owing to viral infections, is highly determinant in the consideration of the recycling for DOC and for the recycling of the system. The flow is involved in a loop based of two flows: from DOC to bacteria and then back to DOC.
For the second recycling trinomial going via DET, i.e. particulate detritus (figure 5b), the node-versus networkcomparison shows a stronger similarity in the conclusion (slope = 0.85, distance = 0.21) opposed to the flow level compared to the two other levels (slope = 0.61 and 0.75, distance = 0.29 and 0.20, for flow versus node level and flow versus network level, respectively). We can conclude that for this recycling trinomial, the conclusions drawn from the node and network level are more similar than when considering the flow level. Hence, the information on the flow level, brought by the flow from detritus to DOC, seems more independent from the information provided by the node or network level.
For the TL trinomial, we looked at thee consumers on the node level (ciliates, cladocerans and copepods), related to the ingestion flow of heterotrophic nanoflagellates by the same consumer on the flow level ( figure 6 ). The flow, node and network level concurred quite well in the case of the cladocerans and ciliates (figure 6a,b) . The slope of the regression line was close to 1 in these cases (slope range 0.64-0.99, and 1.11), and the distances were lower (distance range 0.16-0.36) Figure 4 . Biplot comparing the 'conclusion' of differences or similarities between food-web models for the network and node level. The x-axis and y-axis show the Cliff's delta (δ) statistic for each unique pairwise comparisons between the 16 food web models (e.g. model T1 versus T2, T1 versus T3, etc.). Values close to the black diagonal line, points 1 or 2, for example, indicate that the model comparisons (and δ) were similar between the network-and node-level indices. For illustration purpose, points 1 and 2 show the same results, but while point 1 shows the T1 versus T2 comparison, point 2 shows the T2 versus T1 comparison (note, in the analyses here, only one of these comparisons would be included). Values further away from the black diagonal line, points 3 or 4, for example, indicate that the conclusion between system levels was different. In the point 3 example, the Cliff's δ results from the network level (δ = 0.8) indicated a large magnitude of difference between models, while the results from the node level (δ = 0.2) indicated a small magnitude. For the omnivory trinomials ( figure 7) , the best alignment between levels was found for the node versus network level and flow-versus network-level comparisons going via ciliates (slope 1.06, 0.95, distance range 0.19, 0.20). A high density of dots aggregated in the extremity of the line 1 : 1, showing the same conclusions for the system and compartment level (high significance of the difference). However, for cladocerans and copepods in particular, many of the dots of δ values close to 1 or −1 for the network levels seemed to present any δ-value for the node or flow level, as indicated by the large distance (0.33-0.51). By contrast, for these two compartments, the flow level when compared with the node level showed generally a better alignment of the regression line to the 1 : 1 line (slope range 0.70-0.94), and with smaller distances (0.23-0.24).
Altogether, there was a larger alignment between levels for the FCI trinomials (distance ranged from 0.10 to 0.29 for all comparisons), compared to the MTL (distance range 0.16-0.44) and SOI (distance range 0.19-0.55). Also, when comparing over all trinomials presented in the main article, there was on average a larger alignment between the flow and node level (average distance 0.23) and node and network levels (average distance 0.25) comparisons, and less so for the flow and network level (average distance 0.32, electronic supplementary material, table SA6). However, when looking over all trinomials compared in this study, the node-and network-level comparison concurred the most (average distance 0.42, compared to flow versus node level 0.47, flow versus network level 0.53, electronic supplementary material, table SA6).
Discussion
Comparisons of selected ENA results at three hierarchical levels (network, node and flow) for the Lake Aydat model presented in this paper illustrate a range of possible results. A general trend for the hierarchical trinomials considered is a stronger alignment in conclusions (i.e. low distance value) between the comparison including the node (flow versus node, node versus network) relative to the flow and network comparison (electronic supplementary material, table A6B). Hence, the conclusions will tend to be more similar the closer the levels are in the hierarchy, indicating the interconnection of the node-level index to the other levels. Another general trend was that the strength of alignment depended on the trinomials and indices considered. Recycling showed slightly contrasting results. In figure 5a , when node-level concerned DOC, there was a strong alignment (and small distance) between the conclusions of all level comparisons, implying that the same decision would be taken to announce a difference between the time-step models. On the contrary, in figure 5b , where node-level concerned detritus, the distance between dots and the 1 : 1 line indicated less concurring between time-steps. The same discrepancies in the decisions at the network and node levels would have been observed if, for example, cladocerans or copepods had been considered (electronic supplementary material, table SA3 and SA6). All of the model compartments exhibit some degree of carbon recycling, but cycling is more important in some than in others, and some nodes contribute more to the network-level cycling index (electronic supplementary material, table SA3 ). The relative importance of DOC and DET cycling in the network cycling index explains this difference between figure 5a,b. Concerning the flow level, the flow from bacteria to DOC showed a high degree of consistency with the two other levels, DOC node level and network. We hypothesize that this result is owing to the fact that this flow is embedded in a loop that is composed of only two flows (from DOC to bacteria and back to DOC through viral lysis) and that these flows have faster turnover rates than other, longer, loops. This importance of taking this loop between heterotrophic bacteria and DOC into account in food-web models suggests that the recycling is highly underestimated in models where viral infections are not considered, which is the case in almost all planktonic models published up to now (see the review [36] ).
Concerning TL and omnivory, we also had situations where all the levels provided the same information and situations where this was not true. Such results illustrate the importance of simultaneously considering ENA features at multiple hierarchical levels. The flows from heterotrophic nanoflagellates (HNF) to consumers showed slopes close to 1, indicating that the flow from HNF was well aligned with the network level and the node level. This suggests that the feeding flow from HNF was a key structuring flow located in the median TLs. This can be related to the microbial loop context, in which the HNF node plays a key role in defining the type of planktonic food web [37, 38] .
Our results present a limited number of trinomials, which we chose based on ecological reasoning, and we prioritized showing results with the strongest relations in conclusions between levels (electronic supplementary material, tables SA3-SA5). We therefore anticipate that further analysis might have discovered more disagreements among the levels of analysis. However, as shown with these results, the alignment and mismatch of results at the various levels and depending on the ENA index considered can be informative about system functioning, and may prove useful for future applications of ENA. This general conclusion is consistent with previous attempts to compare ENA results at different hierarchical levels of analysis [24, 39] . Further, the emergence of system properties is more or less influenced by the different levels hierarchically below the focal level, but a strong description of the ecosystem functioning would include all three levels in parallel. This is especially important in the present context where ENA indices are proposed to managers as indicators of ecosystem health [16, 17] .
The merit of this recommendation was supported by the association of the ENA indices with theories on maturity, stability and stress that were established based on the network level (e.g. [40] [41] [42] ). However, a change of ENA at the system level can sometimes be mapped with a change in the different compartments, or no change in the system level can be owing to several changes at the compartment level that compensate each other. Hence, looking at all three levels may be essential so as not to draw faulty conclusions. Indeed, Whipple et al. [39] found that signals at the node level tended to be smoothed at the network level.
The potential misalignment of information provided by the three levels is epistemologically striking. In the nested hierarchy case considered in this paper, we might consider the three levels of analysis as alternative approaches that provide distinct perspectives: the network-level metrics are the most general, the node-level analysis acknowledges some realism, and the flows are the object of a precision analysis. Flows are indeed quantified precisely and computing on those quantities may allow local predictions for a given network. At the wholenetwork level, many systems which differ at the level of flows may feature a similar dynamic, and therefore, information gathered about this dynamic will apply generally to this whole class of systems. At the level of nodes, various flows with distinct quantitative measures may concur in a specific pattern of input-output functions, which, among such general class of networks with similar dynamics, would characterize more realistically a specific system in terms of its local profile of functioning. Combining these three levels of analysis into a trinomial perspective fits well with the vertical explanatory mode proposed in the article by Kostic in this issue [43] .
Emphasizing the diversity of epistemic values across levels also highlights the importance of using different levels to answer different types of questions. For example, FCI tells us how important cycling is in contributing to the total system activity (power, productivity, etc.), while the node-level cycling can tell us the importance of cycling to the throughflow of any node, but it also provides us a way to compare the relative importance of each node in contributing to the total system cycling. Looking at all levels will not answer all questions, but by including them all, it is possible to get further insight and knowledge about the food-web functioning. Scientists can then formulate better hypotheses about which mechanisms are in play. For example, a strong alignment between the network and a specific node-level ENA could indicate that this node plays a key role (as the DOC for the FCI in our results). In general, the system manifests a nested dependence: node-level analyses depend directly on the pairwise flow level, as do the network metrics. Summarizing at the node or network level lets the investigator focus the model information on features or properties that emerge at the different levels. If some ecological properties are emergent, they should prove to be autonomous in addition to being (nestedly) dependent, thus there should be a sort of discrepancy or mismatch between the levels. Sometimes, features at the flow level wash out or are smoothed at the other levels and it seems possible they might also amplify a signal. Those possibilities of coupling between levels are similar to the 'inter-level loops that constitute the phenomenon of life' addressed in this issue by Chavalarias [44] and we hypothesize that such loops could see some of their dynamics modelled in a framework similar to ENA.
The inconsistency of results at different hierarchical levels of analysis requires additional reflection. The situation could be royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 375: 20190326 interestingly related to problems met in community ecology about the explanations of biodiversity dynamics through interscale dynamics, and especially at the occasion of discussion of the neutral theory in ecology and biogeography [45, 46] . Hubbell's theory foiled previous ideas about species interactions shaping biodiversity patterns, and argued that species stand neutral towards each other and it is rather random processes (in terms of birth, deaths, immigration and extinction) determining biodiversity. Arguably, which process dominates seems therefore to be a question of scale. In our case, a hypothesis explaining the non-concurring between what goes on in compartments and the net result of the dynamics of the system could be that effects at the level of compartments add up in a way that they finally average away at the higher level of the system. What is notable is the similarity between the articulation of a regional and a global scale, on the one hand, and a system level and a lower level such as nodes, clusters or flows, on the other hand. Thus, ENA may benefit from similar explanations as diversity patterns in community ecology.
Characterizing this multiplicity of standpoints is another issue. Some authors have questioned whether there are levels, or whether the notion of 'levels', which usually grounds the idea of a hierarchy, should be kept or replaced by the notion of scale [1] . Thus, is the notion of 'level' adequate to characterize what is going on in our analyses? We assert that the level concept is useful in this case because it is a nested hierarchy. Each level grounds the next one, and each level provides specific kinds of information on the system. For example, the network level lets users quickly compare whole systems. While at the node level, one still can compare across systems, but it is more difficult. However, the node level lets users differently understand the key roles different nodes are playing to generate the dynamics. Finally, the flow level-provides all the detail. Such a multiplicity of standpoints is also illustrated in this issue by Serban [47] , in the case of networks used as exploratory models. In the most general perspective, the example of ENA considered in this paper invites one to question what 'level' and 'hierarchy' mean. The hierarchy addressed here embraces three levels, flows, node and network, based on the initial difference between general network topological properties and node-centred properties. However, another kind of network called multiplexes can feature additional hierarchy such as when the timescales of each layer of the multiplex differ (often depending upon the nature of the dominant interaction in each layer) (e.g. [5] ). Neuroscience [48] as well as ecology feature such networks. Thus, networks can be comprised of multiple distinct kinds of hierarchies.
Conclusion
This paper evaluates the value of simultaneously considering ecological network results at three different hierarchical levels: flows, nodes and whole network. While focusing on selected ENA features (cycling, TL and omnivory), we show that the alignment of information provided at the different levels can vary, despite the nested nature of this hierarchy. However, a general pattern suggests that the closer the levels are in hierarchy (node-versus network, or flow-versus node), the more they tend to align in their conclusions. Further, our key findings agree with the observation that ecosystems features are often emergent properties, namely properties that are both dependent upon and (from the viewpoints of explanation and prediction) autonomous from their components. We argue that ecologists can use the information alignment and misalignment of the hierarchical levels to better understand the ecosystems under investigation, as well as their emergent ecosystem properties. This conclusion plausibly extends towards networks of all natures that display flows of matter and information: functional networks in neuroscience (e.g. [48] ), or protein-protein interactions networks or software systems networks [49] . In each case, looking for alignment or misalignment between the flows, the node level and the whole-network level should be informative regarding the dynamics of the system. It is likely that the distance between those levels will provide in general a proxy for the degree of misalignment between them, therefore, the degree of autonomy between levels to be expected in the system. Data accessibility. All the software used are freely available online. The code supporting this article has been uploaded as part of the electronic supplementary material. All data included are from previously published work, and the combined dataset used here has been uploaded as part of the electronic supplementary material.
